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Dedication 

To Bernard Rosenfeld, his siblings and mother, and millions of 
others who came here with a challenging destiny. May their lives be 
remembered and honored. May humanity evolve with compassion and 
respect. May belief in synchronicity inspire holding on to embrace 
divine openings of possibility. 
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Prologue 

 

Dangerous Nazi Germany was already terrorizing during the early 
moments of World War II. Anyone planning to depart Lithuania must 
get out now, within the next 72 hours to be exact. After that, transport 
routes and borders would be heavily guarded without mercy for a 
young Jewish man’s desire for survival.  

At only 17 years old, Bernard, the youngest of six siblings, would 
be leaving everything he ever knew - his rural village, his large family, 
close lifelong friends. Options were perilous, risky no matter what 
action he chose. 

With the clock ticking, panic spread rampantly throughout his 
village. He held no money and no papers. It was a treacherous fate. The 
chances of escaping from eastern Europe were nil. The thought of 
crossing fierce military borders was enough to not even try.  

Young friends teased Bernard: “You won’t go to America. You’ll stay 
here and die with us!” Bernard responded with certainty: “No, I will go to 
America! And I will return to visit your graves.”  

But there would be no graves. Cruel Nazis viciously forced 
Lithuanian Jews to dig deep pits in the forest earth, exhausted until they 
could barely stand. Then shots were mercilessly fired, all of them 
collapsing dead upon one another. Massive body counts were piled 
skin-to-skin in each killing pit, including Bernard’s family and friends. 

“How can I get out in three days?! It is impossible!”  

“I feel numb, floating, hearing sounds but no words,” echoed in 
Bernard’s mind two days after receiving the urgent state of affairs from 
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the consulate. Only 24 hours remained to flee. He pleaded for a miracle 
as news worsened, leaving many hopeless with fear.  

And then, out of nowhere, the opportunity to escape descended 
upon Bernard like a mysterious spell. He had a way out. Whether or not 
he would be protected, destiny would reveal at each dangerous border. 

Raw emotions were buried in disbelief at the surreal scene before 
him on this final day to leave. The only sound was the crunch of pebbles 
beneath his feet as he walked upon his village road in the chill of the 
dark morning.  

He paused to turn around slowly, solemnly waving goodbye to 
family and friends who gathered to witness the moment with envy, fear, 
or wonder. His eyes saw familiar faces with smiles and tears, but their 
words were mouthed without sound. His ears did not want to hear their 
voices speak about his sudden dangerous exodus into the unknown.  

In the wake of the ominous alert signaling imminent border 
closures, the events of the previous day held an air of mystery, 
revealing a story that could only be described as a divine twist of fate. 

He was oblivious that his life ahead would be steered by angel-like 
synchronicities, painful empty paths, and miraculous safety.  

This is the brave true story of Bernard Rosenfeld, a strong stoic man 
from a poor Jewish family in a village of Lithuania. He narrowly 
escaped the worst atrocities of humanity, while his family and over 90% 
of his town did not survive. This is the story of magical synchronicity, 
inspiring hope and belief in oneself to continue on when the path 
appears impossible. This is an example of unstoppable determination 
and the ultimate acceptance of letting go to find peace.  

Bernard silenced the painful memories of his story by refusing to 
read details about the horrendous killing pits of his town until decades 
afterwards. He refused to share his emotional journey of immigration 
with his daughters until almost fifty years after his escape. He 
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stubbornly tried to bury the pain in his heart, afraid of what might occur 
if he allowed himself to feel, afraid he would lose control as a strong 
husband, father, and businessman. 

The threatening eruption of fierce grief and sorrow had to be buried. 
It was safer that way. Life was in the deep South of the United States, 
isolated from a larger supportive Jewish community. Diverse 
immigrant cities, like New York and Chicago, were abundant with 
knowledgeable and experienced resources to help deal with this severe 
emotional trauma. Not so in Shreveport, Louisiana. 

Finally, a critical life-changing and gut-wrenching decision flared; 
it was time to talk by releasing in writing the desperate fate of family. 
He never read his own manuscript after it was completed. It was enough 
to shed the throbbing story to honor his family.  

Bernard Rosenfeld is my father and this book is a collaboration 
beginning with his original manuscript and expanded by research and 
current life events. My additions to his original manuscript are in 
italics, explaining his local references, as well as the unbelievably 
complex World War II theater surrounding his journey out of Europe. 

I believe this act of collaboration was a soul promise between 
daughter and father. It was the topic during our final in-person 
conversation, looking each other directly in the eyes, and the subject of 
our last telephone call softly whispered from his dying bed. I promised 
him that I would do something with his manuscript, because he wanted 
the story to be shared. He wanted others to know what can happen if 
we don’t help each other. He wanted to honor his family, friends, and 
millions of others who were insensibly murdered in the Holocaust.  

My wish is that in sharing my father’s life story, others will be 
knowledgably informed from an eyewitness account of the Holocaust 
and WWII years, to expand compassion and respect for the effects of 
diverse life stories. May this inspire each of us to live life with utmost 
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goodness, love and harmony, and appreciate the many blessings from 
angel-like synchronicity. 

Thank you for reading and entering this story. 

Nancy Rosenfeld 
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